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Woodoku 1.7.2 Description Woodoku (Package Name: com.tripledot.woodoku) is being developed by Tripledot Studios Limited and the latest version of Woodoku 1.7.2 has been updated on December 9, 2020. Woodoku is in the Puzzle category. You can check all woodoku apps. Currently, this app is free. This app can be downloaded on
Android 4.4+ on APKFab or Google Play. All APK/XAPK files on APKFab.com are original and 100% secure with quick download. Woodoku: Wood block puzzle games meet sudoku network. It's a peaceful but challenging puzzle that you'll be addicted to in time! Place the blocks on the 9x9 board and fill in rows, columns, or squares to
clear them of the game. Play as much as you can without running out of room to beat your high score! How to play:□ drag shapes to the board to place them in the grid.□ Fill row, Column or Square to clear blocks from the board.□ Clear multiple rows, regions, or squares to earn Combo points!□ Clear blocks on each turn to earn Streak
points!□ Earn as many points as you can to beat your high score!□ Get a good run! It's a quiet, zen game that's easy to learn but challenging to master! Take your time and take it easy. Features:□ Beautiful graphics and satisfying sound effects□ Tactile game experience with realistic wood tile design□ Relaxing gameplay without pressure
or time limit□ Lightweight, small game that won't take up space on your device□ Playable offline so you can enjoy this classic anywhere Woodoku 1.7.2 Update Bug repairs and improvements. Read more Woodkudoku - Woodok Sudoku Wood Block Puzzle 99 is simply a fun, addictive and challenging sudoku wooden puzzle that you
definitely find wiil very relaxing by enjoying both of them every day. This WoodKuDoKu - Sudoku Wood Block Puzzle woodoku is a masterpiece of Wood Block Puzzle Games which is an amazing combination of sudoku puzzle and wood block puzzle games. Woodcudoku - Sudoku Wood Block Puzzle features:- Pull a wooden block on the
board of a 9x9 wooden grid to fill lines and squares to earn a result.- Each time you will get 3 wooden blocks with different shapes to match them with other blocks on the sudoku wooden board - Enjoy this sudoku wooden block puzzle game every day, feel more relaxed, Getting better and challenging yourself by beating your own high
score in Woodkudok - Sudoku Wood Block Puzzle .- Easiest way to beat your own high score tries to earn combinations as much as possible by filling multiple lines and squares at the same time in Woodkudok - Sudoku Block Wood Puzzle Woodok.- If you've fallen beating your own high score many times in WoodKuDok - Sudoku Wood
Block Puzzle Woodok is no longer interesting , you can enjoy this Sudoku Wood Block Puzzle game by beating the high scores of other players in the leader board so many people can see your name as they move the list Player WoodKuDoKu - Sudoku Wood Block Puzzle.How to Master WoodKuDoKu - Sudoku Wood Block Puzzle
Woodoku?- This game is carefully crafted to give relax, so you need to relax and think carefully before pull and match any wood block on the wooden board in Woodkudok - SuDoKu Wood Block Puzzle 99- WoodKuDoKu - Sudoku Wood Block Puzzle has no time limit, so you do not have to rush alone, every time you get stuck in the next
move, just take the time to think about the next move.- This is a secret and will bring you a winning feeling while playing this game. , try to make combinations as much as you can in the game. You will see make combinations not only the best way to quickly get high results, but clear the board a lot. How does this game help you relax?
WoodKuDoKu - Sudoku Wood Block Puzzle game is well designed to help you train your brain and bring a relaxing and peaceful moment to every game you played. This game is the perfect mix of scales and complicated block puzzle mechanics to bring the evoced origins of the block puzzle game to a whole new level of Wood Block
Puzzle and make it so addictive to everyone. WoodKuDoKu - Sudoku Wood Block Puzzle Woodoku game creation process:Woodkudoku is designed by carefully putting Sudoku Puzzle and Wood Block Puzzle games together. Sudoku Puzzle has a 9x9 square lattice board with a 3x3 smaller lattice board inside allows players to enjoy the
game by filling squares in the puzzle board and the Block Puzzle wood allows the player to fill horizontal and vertical block lines to earn results. The perfect blend of these 2 beautiful classic mechanics from Sudoku Puzzle and Wood Block Puzzle make Woodkudok - Sudoku Wood Block Puzzle Game comes to life. HomeGamesWoodoku
APK MOD 1.7.2Woodoku Mod is a Puzzle Android game . (com.tripledot.woodoku) The latest official version is installed on 10,000+ devices. On a five-point scale, the application received a score of 10, with a total of 50 people voting. Woodoku: Wood block puzzle games meet sudoku network. It's a peaceful but challenging puzzle that
you'll be addicted to in time! Place blocks in board 9×9 and fill in rows, columns, or squares to clear them of the game. Play as much as you can without running out of room to beat your high score! How to play: □ drag shapes to the board to put them in the grid. □ Fill a row, column, or square to clear blocks from the board. □ Clear multiple
rows, regions, or squares to earn Combo points! □ Clear blocks at every turn to earn Streak points! □ Earn as many points as you can to beat your high score! □See woody a good time! It's a quiet, zen game that's easy to learn but challenging to master! Take your time and take it easy. Features:□ Beautiful graphics and satisfying sound
effects □ Tactile game experience with realistic wood tile design □ Relaxing gameplay without pressure or time limit □ Lightweight, a small game that won't take up space on your □ Playable offline so you can enjoy this classic anywhere We're happy to release Woodoku, the best wooden block jigsaw puzzle game, on for the first time!
WoodokuPackage App Name com.tripledot.woodokuRating / Voices (50)Size (50)Size 4.1 and upInstalls 10,000 + Related Posts to Woodok 9.5 7.4 10.0 You can download the Woodoku app for free and you can install it in your device by going to the Google Play Store. Google Play suggests that you shouldn't download Android apps
directly from third-party sources, as they can harm your phone. You can download the official Woodoku app by clicking on the link below from the Google Play Store. If you have any problems or problems downloading or installing it, post a comment below and someone in our community can help you fix it quickly. APK stands as an
acronym for Android Package Kit. The Android operating system uses its own type of installation format, such as windows .exe extension. When you download an app from the Google Play Store, it is downloaded and installed in APK format. You won't see the file directly when you download it from the Play Store. Sometimes you may
want to download APK files directly from other sources. You can download any version of the app directly from third-party websites. They may have an archive of apps of most versions and you can download the one you may need. Download is currently unlike play store, no need to wait for the verifcation process etc. You will have an
APK file in the system memory card/memory after downloading. This way, you can uninstall and reinstall as many times without having to download. Google usually doesn't check for apps downloads from third-party sources. So it can be detrimental to your phone. APK files may have viruses that will steal data from your phone or spoil
your phone. Your apps won't update automatically because the Google Play Store doesn't usually have access to it. You can download apk android apps from many sources such as ApkMirror, ApkPure, etc. However, we recommend that you do not download from third-party sources. We added the above button to download Woodoku's
official application file. Always download Android from the Google Play Store unless they have the app you're looking for. How to install Woodoku APK from android phone? You can download the Woodoku APK by clicking on the button above and it will trigger the download. Once the download is complete, you can find apk in the Browser
Downloads section. Before you can install it on your phone, you'll need to make sure that third-party apps are allowed on your device. To make this possible, the steps are broadly similar downwards. Go to menu &gt; Settings &gt; security &gt; and check Unknown Sources to allow your phone to install apps from sources other than the
Google Play Store. After completing the above step, you can go to Downloads in the browser and tap the downloaded APK file once. This will begin to show an installation query that requires permissions, and you can follow the steps to install it. Once the installation is complete, you can start using the app as usual. How to download
Woodoku pc (Windows Computer / Mac)? To use the Android app from your computer, you will need an Android emulator emulator which acts as a virtual phone. Below we gave detailed instructions on how to install and use Android apps in your PC. First we need to download and install an android emulator. BlueStacks is one of the
most commonly used android emulators. It is completely free to download and use it. You can download it using the link provided below, after the instructions. After downloading the emulator software, you can install it while installing any other computer software by double-clicking and tracking the steps. After installing the emulator, open
it and drag and drop the downloaded APK file into the software screen. This will start the application installation process. Follow the steps to complete the installation of the APK as you do in your phone. Congratulations. You can now use the Android app from your computer by opening emulator software. Software.
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